
KEY SELLING POINTS FEATURES

SIMPLICITY PERFECTED.

Hesh Evo is the unrivaled everyday headphone 
for people who want to keep it simple. Along with 
oustanding sound, they’re engineered with just 
the right amount of added features to make your 
life a little easier — without a lot of additional 
technology that you might not need.

EASY, CONVENIENT CONTROLS.
Simple, intuitive buttons let you take calls, 
adjust volume, change tracks without ever 
touching your phone.

COMFORT FOR HOURS.
With an ultralight headband and soft pads that 
fully surround your ears, Hesh Evo is one of 
the most comfortable headphones you’ll ever 
put on.

GO-ANYWHERE DESIGN.

Thanks to rugged, innovative hinges that both 
fold flat and collapse, Hesh Evo easily goes 
wherever you go.

Bluetooth® Wireless Technology

Up to 36 Hours of Battery

Rapid Charge: 10 Minutes = 3 Hours

Noise Isolating Fit

Refined Acoustics

Call, Track and Volume Control

Flat-folding and Collapsible

Built-in Tile™ Finding Technology

Carry Case

Back-up AUX Cable

USB-C Charging Cable

2-Year Warranty

DON’T WORRY, YOU’VE GOT TILE.

Hesh Evo features built-in Tile™ finding 
technology. If you ever misplace your 
headphones, you can easily “ring” them from 
the Tile App. So what might have seemed lost, 
is now quickly found.

LONGER LISTENING WITH 36 HOURS 
OF BATTERY.

We know: It’s hard to remember to plug in all 
the devices you have in your life. That’s why 
Hesh Evo features a long-lasting 36 hours of 
battery life. Plus, whenever you get low, the 
Rapid Charge feature gives you 3 hours of 
listening time on just a 10-minute charge.

With powerful 40mm drivers and exceptional acoustics, 

Hesh Evo features audio quality that has been refined over four 

generations of constant improvement. The clear, rich sound rivals 

the most expensive headphones out there — at a price that’s 

surprisingly affordable.  
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